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Daily Jobs 

 Spellings: Revising words beginning in il, un, mis, dis and un. 

This week we will 

be revising and 

learning the 

spelling rule for 

adding different prefixes to root words to change the meaning. A tip with the prefix “il” is to keep two l’s 

at the start of the word if it begins with an l – for example il-legal = illegal. Please complete the activity 

listed below. A new activity will be listed each day.  

 Dot and dashes: dot and dash each word listed to show the different graphemes, digraphs and tri-graphs. 

Try to think about whether you can hear each letter in the word to help you. The answers are at the 

bottom of the document. 

 
 Reading! Please use this time to read as much as possible! A minimum of 20 minutes a day.  

English 

This week in English, we will be looking at poetry. Over the course of the week we will be investigating 

rap poems and what makes a good rap poem before finally writing our own rap! Today, you will be 

analysing and answering some questions about a poem. Watch Miss Derbyshire’s video that will be posted 

on Teams all about analysing poems and the terminology you will need to remember to analyse the poem 

below. 

Read the poem below and answer the following questions. 

 What is the poem about? 

 Are there any rhyming patterns? 

 What is the structure of the poem? Are there verses to this poem? Are there any punctuation 

patterns? 

 What does the author mean by “I don’t give a fraction”? 

 What four phrases are used to describe the author’s gaming skills?  

 What genre of poem is this? 

disagree, disappear, disobey, dislike, disqualify, illegal, illegible, illiterate, 

illogical, impatient, impolite, incorrect, incomplete, unclear, unkind. 
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Maths 

 

Today we are going to join Mrs Crane from the Oak Academy to review the learning we did on 

column subtraction before half term. Please go to the link below and complete quizzes, lesson 

and independent task. The independent task shown below can be completed on paper or printed 

off from the website. Once finished, watch the remainder of the lesson which explains the 

answers to each and check your own work. Please upload your independent work to teams for us 

to see once you have finished the lesson.   

Terminology warning! On this video the teacher uses the term ‘regrouping’ where we used the 

term ‘exchanging’. Both these terms mean changing one amount for an equivalent amount e.g. 

changing one hundred for ten tens.  

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/subtracting-using-the-column-method-6mr38r 

Mega Star Rap 

I’m the king of the keyboard, star of the screen, 

They call me Games-master, you know what I mean,  

‘Cause I am just ace on the Nintendo action,  

When I get in my stride, you know I don’t give a fraction,  

With Super Mario I’m a real daredevil, 

I’m cool, I’m wicked, on a different level!  

I’ll take on anyone who wants to challenge me, 

No matter what the problem is, I hold the key. 

I can tell you every shortcut on the Mega-drive,  

I can put the Sonic Hedgehog into overdrive,  

And I would, I really would like to accept your dare,  

But I’ve just run out of batteries for my Sega Game Gear. 

 

-Valerie Bloom.  
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Maths Quiz 

 

Daily 10 Maths Quiz - 22.2.21 

1. How many factors does 25 have? 

 
2. Tick all of the answers that are factors of 20. 

2 

5 

9 

10 

4 

7 

3. Calculate 4444 - 3231 = 

 
4. Calculate 5636 - 2323 = 

 
5. Calculate 5121-3121 = 

 
6. Select the correct symbol (<, >, =) to make the statement true: 

 5552-2834____6723-2472 

7. Fill in the missing digits. Make sure to write out the whole sum. 536_-_451=3_11 

 
8. 4 x 5 x 4 = 

 
9. Calculate 4331-1931= 

 
10.  6352+1967= 

 
 



 

PSHE 

This term our PSHE lessons will be about making healthy choices. Watch the following bite-size 

video and read the information. At the bottom of the page there is also a quiz to play. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z9yycdm/articles/zxvkd2p 

 

Now we would like you to look at the pictures below. Have a think about how they each show 

children making healthy choices and then next to each picture write a sentence to explain the 

healthy choice being made. 
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PE 

Today we would like you to the follow the link below to practise your jumping and hopping skills, 

building up the strength in your legs. Complete all three activities in the clip, setting your own 

course to practise taking off and landing on 1 and 2 feet. Remember to bend your knees to take 

off and land! The last activity is to jump across a river. Take a picture of you jumping the 

widest river you manage and upload to teams.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cRjO1IGwbLo&list=PLYGRaluWWTojV3An2WEgsQ4qGFy_9

1jDL&index=7 

 

Spelling answers 
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